Gender identity organizes our lives, defining the roles we are expected to fulfill and who we are expected to become at home and in the workplace. Built around a commitment to social justice, our program offers students the opportunity to examine intersections of gender, sexuality, ethnicity, race, class, and nationality, and to design a career path that combines knowledge of oppression and social inequality with valuable critical thinking, advocacy, communication, and problem solving skills.
Program highlights

Interdisciplinary course of study to understand the ways gender shapes behavior, history, and social and political institutions

Major includes 30 hours of coursework and a second major in any discipline; 24-credit-hour minor also available

Student societies and organizations include Students Advocating Gender Equality (SAGE), Sexual Aggression Peer Advocates (SAPA), and Organization of Women Leaders (OWLs)

Career options

Because gender identity plays a role in all aspects of our lives, students can apply their skills to any area of study, including:

» Counseling
» Domestic Violence Support
» Education
» Gerontology
» Government
» Health Professions
» Human Resources
» Law and Advocacy
» Politics
» Public Relations
» Social Work

For information

Women and Gender Studies Program
Anspach Hall 001
Central Michigan University
Mount Pleasant, MI 48859
989-774-3601
Email: wgs@cmich.edu
www.chsbs.cmich.edu/wgs
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